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Waste Pickup Request

Chemical Waste
Complete the form with your contact information. Add waste location by typing the
building name. Add the room number and any additional information on the specific
location within the room (e.g. “in fume hood”).

Failure to complete the form with ALL information filled out in its entirety, may
delay the pick up of your waste request.

Specify the name of the chemical (no abbreviations). If more than one chemical makes up
the waste in a container, select Add Container Contents and be sure to include an
appropriate % of howmuch of each chemical makes up the waste. If you are not sure, you
may put an approximate range.



Multiple containers of different chemicals

If you have multiple containers of different chemicals:
Select “Add Container Contents” to add a row for each chemical name in the waste.
Complete all the fields (except EHS Use Only). Specify hazards, if the waste is solid, liquid or
gas, and pH if possibly corrosive. Specify waste ID, which should be found on the container's
label, and if you need any empty containers picked up, once you mark yes on one container
there is no need to fill it out on every container.
If there is only one container for pickup, you can submit the request by selecting “submit”. If
you have more containers to add to the pickup request, select “Add another container.



Multiple containers of the same waste stream

If you have multiple containers of the same type of waste:
Fill out all of the information completely. THEN, select “Actions” in the upper right hand
corner of the container section, then select “Duplicate Container. You can make minor edits
to the information, (such as different container size) if needed.

Remove container

To remove a container, select “Actions in the upper right hand corner of the container
section, then select “Remove Container”.



Questions

If you have further questions, call EH&S at 915-747-7124 or email eh&s@utep.edu
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